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whose values are unitary (with respect to an indefinite scalar product) for real, or 
unimodular, values of z. The analysis is based on state space representations. In 
particular, homogeneous interpolation problems are studied for the rational matrix 
functions associated with such a general inner automorphism. We also develop results 
on minimal factorizations within the group associated with a l-unitary preserving 
generalized inner automorphism. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be the field of rational functions of one complex variable z with 
complex coefficients. In this paper we continue our study of the classes of 
automorphisms of GL,(s), the multiplicative group of Cm’, valued ratio- 
nal functions of one complex variable z with determinant not vanishing 
identically. [Here and elsewhere in the paper we denote by CmXn the set of 
all m X n complex matrices; GL,(.%) will be often abbreviated to GL,.] 
This study was initated in [l, 21; in the former paper we focused on 
degree preserving general inner automorphismsms, while in the latter paper 
the focus was on general inner automorphisms which are not necessarily 
degree preserving. In the present paper we analyze general inner automor- 
phisms that preserve the set of rational Cm’ m valued functions whose values 
are unitary with respect to an indefinite scalar product for real (or unimodu- 
lar) values of Z. The theory which we present here provides a general 
framework into which the formulas from [9] for matrix valued Stieltjes 
function fit; this was one of our main motivations for taking on this project. 
Let us introduce the concepts mentioned above. In [2] we defined a 
generalized inner automorphism of GL, to be an automorphism of the form 
-qW)(z> = Mww(4(~))M(~)-1~ (0.1) 
-@w)(z) = M(z)[W(~(z))l-TM(z)-l, (O-3) 
Jw>(z> = M(z)[W(~(z))l-*M(z)-l. (0.4 
In these expressions, 4(z) = (pz + ~)/(Tz + t) is a Moebius map with 
pt - 9r # 0, and M is a futed element of GL,. We use the shorthand 
notation AmT and A-* to denote the inverse of the transpose, (AT)-‘, and 
the inverse of the conjugate transpose, (A* )-l, of a nonsingular matrix A. 
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The case where M(z) is constant was analyzed in [I]; in this case the 
automorphism & is degree preserving, i.e., S(W) = 6(&W 1) for all W in 
GL,. Here and elsewhere in this paper 6(W) denotes the McMillan degree 
of W (this notion, as well as other concepts related to matrix valued rational 
functions, will be reviewed in the sequel). 
In contrast, the automorphisms of the form (0.1)~(0.4) are not degree 
preserving. In [2] we associated with a generalized inner automorphism & a 
natural subgroup GA of GL, (see Definition 1.3 below) on which & is 
degree preserving, and we studied the factorization problem within GA. 
Problems analogous to those studied in [2] arise when one restricts & to 
certain subgroups of GL,. In this paper we focus on certain subgroups of 
unitary matrix valued functions. More precisely, let J be an m X m signature 
matrix, i.e. an element of Cmxm subject to J = J* = J-‘, and let GL(J, R> 
denote the subgroup of GL, consisting of those functions W which are 
]-unitary on the real axis R, i.e. such that 
at every point z on R which is not a pole of W(z). Our main objective is to 
characterize and study the generalized inner automorphisms which map the 
subgroup GL(J, R> into itself. It turns out that this is the case if and only if 
the matrix function M(z) is J-unitary up to a scalar multiple r( z> E 9: 
We also study the generalized automorphisms that preserve GL(J, T), the 
subgroup of CL, that consists of functions which are J-unitary on the unit 
circle T. As in [l, 23, realization theory of rational matrix functions will be 
used extensively. 
The paper contains five sections. In Section 1 we recall some concepts 
and results from [2] as well as the realization theory for J-unitary rational 
matrix functions. In Section 2 we characterize the generalized inner automor- 
phisms that preserve the group of J-unitary functions, and describe several 
properties of these automorphisms. In Section 3, which contains the main 
results of the paper, this theory is elaborated on in detail in the context of 
many important examples. In particular, one of these examples will be used in 
a sequel paper [3] to parametrize all solutions of various interpolation 
problems for Stieltjes class matrix functions. Homogeneous interpolation 
problems, i.e. the existence and construction of a rational matrix function 
with given poles and/or zeros, possibly including prespecified one-sided 
directional information, for certain classes of functions discussed in the 
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previous sections are solved in Section 4. The last section is dedicated to the 
minimal factorization problems within the group associated with the J-unitary 
preserving generalized inner automorphisms. There we characterize such 
factorizations in terms of invariant subspaces for two examples of generalized 
inner automorphisms. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We start by reviewing minimal realizations and McMillan degree. A full 
exposition of this and related material is found, for example, in [lo]. Given a 
@ In’ n valued rational function W(z) which is analytic at infinity, a realiza- 
tion of W(Z) is, by definition, a representation in the form 
W(z) = D + C(zZ -A)-‘B (1.1) 
for some D E @mXnr, C E UXrnXp, A E U2PxP, B E UIPxn. If the size p is 
minimal among all realizations of W(z), then the realization (1.1) is called 
minimal, and in this case p is called the McMillan degree of W(Z), denoted 
by S(W) throughout the paper. 
It is well known that every Cm x ” valued rational function W(z) which is 
analytic at infinity admits a realization, and any two minimal realization of 
W(z) are similar, i.e., if (1.1) and 
W(Z) = D + C’(zZ -A’)-‘B’ 
are minimal realizations, then there exists a unique invertible matrix S such 
that 
c = C’S, A = SPIA’S, B = S-‘B’ 
Given an m X m signature matrix J, an m X m matrix A is called 
J-unitary if A*JA = J, or, equivalently, AJA* = J. Minimal realizations of 
rational matrix valued functions which are j-unitary on the imaginary axis 
were studied in [5], from which the following result is easily adapted. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ] be an m X m signature matrix, and let W be an 
element of GL, analytic at infinity. Let 
W(z) = D + C(xZ - A)-‘B (1.2) 
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be a minimal realization of W. Then W is]-unitary on the real line if and only 
if the following hold: 
(i) The matrix D is J-unitary. 
(ii> There exists a Hermitian matrix H such that 
A*H - HA = iC*JC (1.3) 
and 
The Hermitian matrix H 
and (1.4), and is invertible; 
minimal realization (1.2). 
HB = -iC*]D. (1.4 
is uniquely determined from the equations (1.3) 
it is called the associated matrix of the given 
For rational matrix functions that take J-unitary values on the unit circle 
T, the analogue of Theorem 1.1 reads as follows (see [S] for a proof, also [6, 
71). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let W E GL,, and assume that W(z) is analytic and 
invertible at infinity, having a minimal realization (1.2). Then W(z) is 
J-unita y for z E U (which are not poles of W > if and only if there exists an 
invertible matrix H such that 
[s ;I*[: _o,][; ;] = [:: Y]]. (l-5) 
In this case, the matrix H is necessarily Hermitian and is uniquely defined by 
the realization (1.2). 
As in Theorem 1.1, we call H the associated matrix. 
Next, we review a number of notions and results from our previous papers 
[l] and [2]. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let M be in GL,, and let 4 be a Moebius map. Let 
W + J&W) be an automorphism of one of the forms (O.l)-(0.4). Let fi( M) 
be the subset of @ U {M} defined by 
The group G,, of the automorphisms associated with ~8 consists of the 
elements W in GL, analytic and invertible at infinity and such that both 
J&W) and MP&‘(W)M are analytic and invertible on R(M). 
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The set G& is clearly a subgroup, and the equality S(W) = S&‘(W)) 
holds for every W E G&. 
The elements of G, which are ]-unitary on A, where A denotes either 
the real line R or the unit circle % and J is a signature matrix, form a 
subgroup of G,; we will denote this subgroup by G,(J; A) and call it the 
associated J-unita y group. 
One of the main results of [2] is that every generalized inner automor- 
phism is realizable. To define a realizable automorphism, let us first introduce 
the set S, n of 4-tuples of matrices (A, B, C, D) where A is in @ZnX”, B is in 
c”xm, C is in Cm’,, and D is in CmX”‘. Often, we will write an element of 
S ,,~asa(n+m)X(n+m)matrix 
Let JZZ be an automorphism of one of the forms (O.l)-(0.4) with associated 
group GM. This automorphism will be called realizable if there exist (partially 
defined) maps 
%I : s,,n + s,,,, n=12 I 1***, 
with the following properties: 
(1) If W E Gd and 6(W) = n > 1, then for every minimal realization 
W(z) = D + C(zZ -A)-lB, 
the matrix 
&W)(z) = Dd + C,(zZ - A,)-‘B,, (1.6) 
where 
(2) Conversely, if belongs to the domain of definition of (Y,, 
then D + C( ZZ - A)-IB is Gti. 
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be in the domain of definition of on, and let S be an 
invertible n X n matrix. Then 
is also in the domain of (Y, and there exists an invertible matrix S, such that 
Observe that (1.6) is necessarily a minimal realization because 
6(W 1. 
In the sequel we will use the shorthand 
6b4w)) = 
(the index n being understood from the context). The collection {cxJ= i will 
be called the associated map. 
2. J-UNITARY PRESERVING AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this section we study the pairs (M, p> for which the associated 
generalized inner automorphism sends a group GL(J, rW> into itself. 
We begin with a characterization of such generalized inner automor- 
phisms. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let J be a signature matrix, and let H be a generalized 
inner automorphism. Then & maps GL(], rW> into itself if and only if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the Moebius map 4 is real: +( 2) = 4(z), and _ 
(ii) there exists a scalar rational function r(z) f 0 such that r( Z) = r(z) 
and 
M( z)JM( z)* = r( z)J, 7.5 E R. (2-l) 
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Proof. We consider automorphisms of the form (0.1). The other cases 
are treated in a similar way. If (i) and (“) u are satisfied, then an easy check 
shows that d maps GL(J, R> into itself. 
Conversely, assume that S’ maps GL(J, R) into itself. Let D(X) = 
M(z)-‘]M(z)-*. Th en, the function &W) belongs to GL(], 02) if and only 
if 
w(4(z))D(x)[w(4(z))l* = D(z)* (2.2) 
Applying this equality to W(z) = (z + ixz - i)-‘I,, where I, is the m X m 
unit matrix, we obtain 
4(z) + i I I 4(z) -i = ” 
from which it follows that 4 is real. 
We now show that D(z) is a scalar rational function multiplied by J. Let 
U be a unitary matrix such that U]ZJ* = Jp4, with p + q = m and 
(2.3) 
(If, for example, p = 0, we let Jog = -I, .> Let V be a Jpq-unitary constant 
matrix. Then U*VU is a J-unitary matrix. Setting W(.Z) = U*VU in Equa- 
tion (2.2), we obtain 
VE( z)V* = E(z), (2.4) 
where E(z) = UD( z)U*. We will show that E(z) is a scalar rational function 
multiplied by J [then clearly D(z) is a scalar function multiplied by J I. TO 
that purpose, et E - E,, P’ [ ..I be the d ecomposition of E into four matrix 
valued blocks, where, e.g., E,, is @PxP valued, and let 
Vl 0 v= o 
[ I v 1 2 
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where V, and V, are unitary matrices (in CJ”P and Cqxq respectively). 
Equation (2.4) leads to 
V,E,,(z) = E,,(z)V,, V,M ~1 = Ed “)Vz.> 
V,E,,( z) = E,,( z)V,. (2.5) 
Taking V, = v 1 I, and V, = v2 I,, where v1 and v2 are two different 
complex numbers of modulus one, we obtain E,,(z) = 0. The choice of 
unitary diagonal V, shows that E,,(z) is diagonal: 
To show that E,, is scalar, take V, to be of the form 
P 
-P 
(the blanks stand for zeros), and use (2.5). Similarly, E,, till be shown to be 
scalar: E,(z) =f,(z)Z . To show that e,(z) = -f,(z) (i.e. that E is a scalar 
multiple of J,,) we ta i: e V of the form 
v = (1 - py 
where -1 < p < 1, p Z 0. 
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We have proved that D(Z) = t-i(z)] for some pi ~9. As det M(z) 
+ 0, we must have pi $ 0. Thus M(z)-‘JM(z)-* = D(Z) =rl(x>J, 
from which (2.1) follows with r(z) = r&z)-i. Finally, the property r( Z) = 
r(z) follows because (2.1) is a Hermitian matrix for real values of z [which 
are not poles of M(z)]. n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf a generalized inner automorphism ~2 maps GL( J, R> 
into itself, then in fact &GL(J, R)) = GL(J, R). 
To characterize functions M for which (2.1) holds seems in general 
difficult. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be in GL, such that M(z)JM(z)* = r(z)]fir 
z E R, where r( z> E S’ is a real function. Then: 
(i) ldet M(z)l’ = r(zP, z E R; 
(ii) the function [det M(Z)]-lo”’ is J-unitary on R. 
Proof. The proof of the first claim amounts to taking the determinant of 
both sides of (2.1). To prove the second claim, multiply both sides of (2.1) by 
M(Z) on the left and by M(z)* on the right. We obtain 
M( z)“JM( z)*’ = M( z)JM( z)* r( 2) = r( .z)“J, 2 E R. 
Iterating m times, we obtain M(z)“JM(z)*” = r( z>“J. n 
Let now M be a generalized inner automorphism which leaves invariant 
the group GL(J, R). Let W(Z) b e in the associated J-unitary group G,(J, (R) 
:= Gti n GL(J, R), and let 
W(z) = D + C(zZ, - A)-lB (2.6) 
be a minimal realization for W(Z). Then Theorem 1.1 applied to J&W) 
implies that DM is a J-unitary constant and that there exists a uniquely 
defined invertible matrix H& (necessarily Hermitian) such that 
and 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Therefore, an element W in G,(J, R) . IS characterized by two Hermitian 
matrices H and Hti (which depend on the given minimal realization of W ). 
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At this level of generality, it seems difficult to say much more. More 
hypotheses are required to study factorization problems. These hypotheses 
will be presented after Section 3. 
The results of this section have complete analogous for the group GUJ, T) 
of rational matrix functions that are J-unitary on the unit circle. We state the 
analogue of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ] be a signature matrix, and let A? be a generalized 
inner automorphism. Then JV maps GL(], U) into itself if and only if 
(i) the Moebius map 4 maps IT onto itself, 
(ii) there exists a scalar rational function r(z) f 0 such that 
M(z)JM(z)* = r(z)] for I.21 = 1 
and r(z) takes real values for IzI = 1. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is completely analogues to that of Theorem 2.1 
and therefore is omitted. 
We associate the groupG,(J, T) := G& n GL(J, U) with a given general- 
ized inner automorphism & that maps GL(J, T) into itself. Let W(z) E 
G,(J, U), and let (2.6) be a minimal realization of W(Z). Then, using 
Theorem 1.2, we see that there is a unique invertible matrix H,, which is 
Hermitian, such that 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we present a number of examples of generalized inner 
automorphisms which leave invariant GL(J, A), where A = R or A = T for 
various choices of J. These examples may be divided into two different 
classes: the ones for which an explicit formula for H& is available in terms of 
a minimal realization of W and the associated Hermitian matrix H, and those 
for which such a formula seems rather elusive. This section parallels Section 3 
of [2] and is divided into subsections, each devoted to a special case. 
3.1. The Degree Preserving Case 
In this case, the function M is constant. Such automorphisms were, as 
already mentioned, the main object of study of our paper [l]. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1 we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let & be a generalized inner automorphism with con- 
stant M. Then d maps GL(J, [w) into itself if and only if (1) MJM* = kJ for 
some real (nonzero) number k, and (2) the function 4(z) takes real values 
for real z. In this case the associated J-unitary group G,(], [w) consists of 
elements of GL(J, R> which are analytic and invertible both at ~0 and at 
4(w); if the M oe b ius map $J(z> is given by 4(z) = (pz + q)/(rz + t), then 
the map on Hermitian matrices H + H& is given by Hd = ( pt - qr)kH. 
Proof. All that remains to be proved is the explicit formula for the map 
H + H,. This is a straightforward computation using the formula (2.6) from 
[l] for the realization of the function W 0 4 in terms of a realization for W. 
3.2. The Stieltjes Case 
This example will be used in a sequel paper [3] for various interpolation 
problems for Stieltjes class matrix functions. Here 
4(z) = 2, M(z) = [ -:,‘” ;I, J= [; -21. 
For real Z, we have M(z)JM(z)* = (-z)], and therefore, by Theorem 
2.1, the generalized inner automorphism d(W)(z) = M( z)W(z)M( z>-’ 
maps GL(J, R> into itself. 
In the next two theorems we present the associated map on Hermitian 
matrices and the realization of elements in the associated J-unitary group. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let W be a rational matrix function which is J-unita y on 
the real line and analytic at infinity, and let 
W(z) = [ ;:: ;::I + [ $ZN -A)-‘[B, B*] (3.1) 
be a minimal realization of W with Dij E UZp’P, Ci E UZPxN, and Bj E UZNxp 
for i, j E {l, 2) with associated Hermitian matrix H. Then W belongs to the 
associated J-unitary group G,(J, IF!> if and only if A-’ exists, D,, = 
C,APIB,, D,, = 0, and D,,, D,, are invertible. In this case 
&W)(z) = _zrBl 12] + [_z:A](“N -A)-l[Bl -A-‘B~] 
(3.2) 
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is a minimal realization of zzZcW> with associated map on Hermitian matrices 
Hd = -A*H + C;C,. (3.3) 
In particular Hd is invertible. 
The realizations (3.1) and (3.2) are valid also in the nonunitary case and 
were given in [2]. More precise formulas appear in Theorem 3.3, where the 
J-unitary property is fully exploited. 
Proqf. We only have to prove the claim concerning the map (3.3). The 
other claims are proved in [2,-Example 3.21. If W is ]-unitary on R, then 
DM = 
Dll 
-GB, 
is automatically a J-unitary matrix. Since H satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
A*H - HA = C:C, - c:c,, (3.5) 
0 
D22 I (3.4 
it follows that Hd defined by (3.3) is Hermitian. To show that it is the 
associated Hermitian matrix to the realization (3.2) we need to prove that 
A*H, - H,A = i[C: -A*C;l[,: -:I[ _:;A] (3*6) 
and 
%[ Bl -Ap’B,] = -i[Cr -A*C,*] (3.7) 
Equation (3.6) can be rewritten as 
A*( -HA + C;C,) - (-A*H + C,*C,)A 
= w:’ -A*C:l)[ $ 2][ _::A], 
which clearly holds. 
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We now turn to the proof of (3.7). There are two equalities to check, 
namely 
and 
I&B, = -A*C,*D,, + C:C,B, (3.8) 
-+,A-‘B, = C;D,,. (3.9) 
The first equality can be rewritten as 
-A*HB, = -A*C;D,,, 
while the second is equivalent to 
(-H + C;C,A-')B, = C;D,, (3.11) 
(3.10) 
These equations are in turn a consequence of 
H[B, B,] = [-c: c,“] p Ip 
[ II P O D;’ c,Ad’B2 , 22 1 
which holds because W is J-unitary on R. n 
More explicit formulas can be given for D and Dd [and hence for the 
minimal realizations of W and &W )I. To that purpose, we rewrite (3.1) as 
(zZ, -A)-lH-l[C; -C:] 
so that, in particular, B, = Hm1(C,*D12 - CT D,,), which can be rewritten as 
B, = H-‘C;C,A-‘B, - H-‘CTD,,, 
1.e.. 
(I - @c;clA-‘)B2 = -jT1C:D2,. 
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Since Hd is invertible, the matrix Z - H-‘C$C,AP1 is invertible as 
well, and we have 
(Z - H-lC;C,A-l)-l = I + H-l(Z - C;CIA-lH-‘)-lC,*CIA-l 
Thus, 
= Z - AH-‘C*C A-l 
.!a+ 21 * 
B, = AH;‘( -H,,A-1H-1C;D22 + C;C,A-‘H-‘C;D,,) 
= AH;‘( -Hd + C;C,)A-‘H-‘C;D,, = AH;‘C:D,,. 
Therefore, D = W(w) can be rewritten in the form 
D= 
D,, Dll 0 
0 0 D22 
Since DJD* = D*]D = J, we obtain furthermore 
DL D,, = Z, > 
and we have proved the first half of the following 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
THEOREM 3.3. In the notation of the preceding theorem, minimal real- 
izations for W and d(W > are given by 
-c::l 
(3.14) 
and 
&f(W)(z) = z + ( [ -::A] (zZ, - A)-lHil[ -A*C,* -C;] 
IrJ 
X Ox P 
-C H-lC* 2 2 Z p I[ 1 0 x-* ’ (3.15) 
where X is an invertible p X p matrix. 
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The second part of this theorem is proved analogously. 
Special cases of (3.14)-(3.15) appear in [9]. 
The connections (or lack thereof) between the matrices H and Hd are of 
interest. It is easy to see that if the minimal realization (3.1) is replaced by a 
similar one, the associated Hermitian matrix H is replaced by S*HS for a 
suitable invertible matrix S. Since M is a realizable automorphism, Hd is 
replaced by S_f$H,S,. Thus, the components of the inertia (i.e. the numbers 
of negative and positive eigenvalues) of H and HM serves as invariants of W 
and of &(W 1. Depending on &, there may or may not be a connection 
between the inertia of H and of H,; for the degree preserving 1;4, we have 
that Hd is a scalar multiple of H, and the connection is obvious (depending 
on the sign of the scalar multiple). In contrast, in the Stieltjes case the 
intertias of H and H,, can be arbitrary. To illustrate this, let C, = I, and 
A = wIp, where w is in @. The unique solutions to the Lyapunov equations 
(3.5) and (3.6) are respectively H = (C, - C,* )(w - W>- ’ and 
Hd = (C;G-’ - C,w-‘)(w - .)-I. 
The special choice w = i leads to H = Im C, and HM = Re C,, and the 
claim follows. For this choice, the formulas (3.14) and (3.15) (with X = I) 
take the form 
W(z) = I,, + (.z - i>yl 
i [ I 2 (Im C,))‘[C,* -$I 2 1 
and 
(3.16) 
i 
I,, + (z -i)_’ (Re C,)-‘[iC,” -IP] 
(3.17) 
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3.3. The Stieltjes Case Iterated 
In this example, we study 9 = ti2, where & is the automorphism studied 
in Section 3.2. Thus, for W in GL,,, 
Using the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.4. W belongs to the associated J-unitary group G,(], R) if 
and only if A, D,,, and D,, are invertible and the following equalities hold: 
D,, = C, A-‘&, D,, = 0, 
C,A-‘( -HA + C;C,))‘C; = 0, 
(3.18) 
C 2 HPIC* = 0 2 ) 
where H is the unique invertible Hermitian matrix determined by the equa- 
tions 
A*H -HA = C:C, - C;C,, HB, = C;D,,, 
HB, = C,*C,A-‘B, - CfD,,. 
The associated map on Hermitian matrices is given by 
H9 = A*HA - A*C;CI - C;C,A. (3.19) 
Proof. It is easy to see that W E G,(J, R> if and only if both W and 
d(W) belong to G,(J, rW>. Applying Theorem 3.2 for W and d(W), we 
obtain the invertibility of A, D,,, and D,, and the equalities 
D,, = C, A-‘B,, D,, = 0, 
(QH>,2 = Gf),A-‘Gb)2~ (ed>2, = 0. (3.20) 
By (3.15) we have 
(D,),, = -C,HP’C;X, (C&f), = C,, (B,), = - H;lC;X-*, 
(D.c6),2 = 0 
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Substitution into (3.20) and using the formula (3.3) for H& yields the desired 
equalities (3.18). 
The formula (3.19) follows simply by iterating the formula (3.3). 4 
3.4. A Generalized Inner Automorphism Preserving a Class of J-lnner 
Functions 
We start with general remarks concerning J-inner functions. A rational 
matrix function W(z) is called J-inner (with respect to the real line) if W(Z) 
is J-unitary on the real line and W( z>J[W(z)]* Q J for all z in the open 
upper half plane which are not poles of W. It is known (see [S], also Theorem 
6.2.2 in [7]) that a J-unitary (on R) rational matrix function W is J-inner if 
and only if the associated matrix H is a positive definite (we assume here that 
W is analytic at infinity). The example in Section 3.2 shows that a generalized 
inner automorphism that preserves the set GL(J, R) does not necessarily map 
the set of J-inner functions into itself. In contrast, in this section we give an 
example of a generalized inner automorphism which is not degree preserving, 
but nevertheless maps the set of J-inner functions in the associated J-unitary 
group into itself. Let $(.z> = z and 
(3.21) 
where t E R \ (0). Since M(z)JM(z)* = J for real .z, the generalized inner 
automorphism ccS(W)(z> = M(z>W(z)M(z)-’ maps GL(J, R> into itself. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let @ be the generalized inner automorphism (1.1) with 
4(z) = z and M and J as in (3.21). Th en the associated J-unitary group 
consists of the elements W of GL(J, R> w ac are analytic at infinity and h’ h 
such that, given a minimal realization (3.1), the matrix D = W(m) is 
invertible, the matrix I, + tC, H-lC,* is positive definite, and the equalities 
D,, = 0, D,, - D,, = itC,B, (3.22) 
are valid. The associated map on Hermitian matrices is given by 
H& = H + tC;C,. (3.23) 
In particular, if t is positive, then H > 0 implies Hti > 0. 
Proof. In [2, Example 3.41 it is shown that W belongs to the associated 
group Gti if and only if D = W(m) is invertible and (3.22) holds. The 
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invertibility of I + tC, H-‘C,* is a by-product of the hypothesis W E 
GL(J, R) ai ad of M(W)(GL(J, R)) c GL(J, R). Indeed, assuming the for- 
mula (3.23) we must have that both H and H + tC,*C, are invertible. Now 
the equalities 
:, -“i”‘][ -;;I :I[ _H& ;] 
= -t-‘I - C2H-‘C* 2 0 
0 Z 1 
show that Z + tC, H-lCt is invertible as well. 
If W E G,, then (again by Example 3.4 in [2]) a minimal realization of 
B?(W) is given by 
&(W)(z) = [D; ;l] + [c1+;;2A](lr,-A)-1 
where 
x [ B, B, - itAB,], (3.24) 
X = D,, + it(C,B, - C,B,) + t2C2AB1. (3.25) 
To show that Hd defined by (3.22) is the associated Hermitian matrix relative 
to the realization (3.24) we need to check that 
A*H, - H,A = i{(C,* - itA*C;)C, + C$(C, + itC,A)} 
and 
D22 x 
H,[B, B, - itAB,] = -i[C; CT - itA*C,*] o 
[ 1 D . (3.26) 11 
The first equation is clearly satisfied, since H is a solution of A* H - HA = 
i(C:C, + C,*C,), and it remains to check (3.26) i.e. to check that 
H&B, = -iCzD,, (3.27) 
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H,(B, - iHA&) = -i(C;X + (CT - itA*C;)D,,}. (3.28) 
We rewrite (3.27) as (H + tC,* C,)B, = -iC,*(D,, + SC, B,) [where we 
have used (3.22)], and thus (3.27) is equivalent to 
HB, = -iC,*D,,. (3.29) 
But Equation (1.4) in the present setting leads to 
H[B, B,] = -i[C,” CT] 9;l g12 , [ 1 22 
which allows us to conclude that (3.29), and hence (3.27), holds. 
Next, we verify (3.28). Rewrite this equality in the form 
(H + tCzC,)(B, - itAB,) = -i{C,X + (C$ - itA*C,*)D,,), 
and substitute here 
HB, = -i(C,*D,, + C:D,,), 
HAB, = -iA*C,*Dll - i(C,*C, + CFC,) B, 
[these last equalities follow from (1.3) and (1.4)]. The result is 
tCzC,( B, - itAB,) - i(C,*D,, + CFD,,) - tA*CzDll 
- t(C;C, + C:C,) B, 
= -i{C,*D,, + itC2(C,B, - C,B,) + t2C,*C2AB1} 
- i(C,” - itA*Cz) D,,. 
Using (3.22), this equality simplifies to 
C,*C,( B, - itAB,) - C,*C,B, = Cz(C,B, - C,B,) - itC,*C,AB,, 
which is obviously valid. n 
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From (3.22) and (3.29) we obtain 
D,, - D,, = -tC,H-‘C,*D,,, (3.30) 
that is, 
(I, + tC,H-‘Cl) D,, = D,,. (3.31) 
In view of the J-unitary property of D = W(a), we have D,, Dz = I,, 
which, together with (3.31), pl im ies that I + tC, H-‘Cz is positive definite. 
From (3.31) we obtain the equality 
D,, = (I + tC,H-1C;)-1’2U, (3.32) 
where U is a unitary p x p matrix. Also D,, DT1 + (D,, DT1)* = 0, and so 
M := -iD1,D,, * is a Hermitian matrix. We have proved the following result 
(the converse statement of Theorem 3.6 follows by a direct verification). 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 3.5. 
Then every element in the associated J-unitary group admits a minimal 
realization of the form 
(zZ, - A)-‘H-‘[C,* C:] “_d” iy6L’], 
(3.33) 
where r = (I + tC2H-1Cz)1/2, U is a unitary matrix, and M is a Hermitian 
matrix. 
Conversely, for every unitary matrix U and Hermitian matrix M, the 
function W(z) given by (3.33) belongs to G,(J, R>, provided the equality 
A*H - HA = i[C:’ C,*]J 
is satisfied. Here we assume that H = H * is invertible and that I f 
tC, H-l Cl is positive definite. 
3.5. A Blaschke Factor Example 
In this example, we take 4(z) = z and 
I = [k TIP], M(z) = p(;)zP :.]. (3.34) 
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where b,(z) = (Z - w>/(z - W), w being a nonreal complex number. The 
conditions of Theorem 2.1 are met, since for real Z, M( z)JM(z)* = J. Thus, 
the automorphism defined by &(W)(z) = M(z>W(z)M(z)-’ maps 
GL(J, R) into itself. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be the automorphism (1.1) with 4(z) = z and M 
and J defined by (3.34). Let W be a rational matrix function which is 
J-unitary on the real line and analytic and invertible at infinity, and let 
W(z) = [:;; ;;;I + [:;I (zZ, - A)-l[B, B,] (3.35) 
be a minimal realization of W with the associated Hermitian matrix H. Then 
W belongs to the associated J-unitary subgroup G,(], R) if and only if 
A - wZ, and A - WIN are invertible and the equalities 
[I - iqwz, - A)-lH-lC:]D,, = -iC,(WZ, - A)-lH-lCzD,, 
(3.36) 
and 
{Z + iC,(wZ, - A)-‘H-‘C;}D,, = iC,(wZ, - A)-lH-‘C;D,, (3.37) 
hold true. In this case 
= [“D:: ;;;I -i[clb;‘jA)](:ZN-A)-l 
X[b,(A)-‘H-‘(C:D,, - C,*D,,) H-‘(CT& -C;&,)] 
(3.38) 
is a minimal realization of &(W >. 
Proof. The function M(z) has a zero at w and a pole at W. If W(Z) 
[given by (3.3511 is analytic and invertible at w and W, then, by the minimality 
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of the realization (3.35), both A - WI, and A - WZ, are invertible. Con- 
versely, if these matrices are invertible, then W(z) has no poles at w and W, 
and the equality W(w)J[W(W)]* = J shows that W(z) has no zeros at w 
and W as well. 
Next, consider &w). By (1.4) we have 
H[B, B,] = -i[c: -CZ] ;I; El2 .
[ I 22 
Thus, 
where 
a1 = 4, - iC,(zZ, - A)-kl(C;D,, - C,*D,,), 
a2 = b,(z){D,, - iC,(zZ, - A)Hp1(C:D12 - C,*D,,)}, 
a3 = b,l(z){D,, - iC,(zZ, - A)-‘ZT1(C~D,, - C,*D,,)}, 
a4 = D,, - iC,( zZ, - A)-‘H-‘(C;D, - C;D,,). 
Therefore, d(W) is analytic and invertible at w and W if and only if each ai 
is analytic at both points. This condition is equivalent to (3.36), (3.371, as is 
easily seen from the above formula for d(W). a 
By an application of Theorem 1.1, there exists a uniquely defined invert- 
ible Hermitian matrix Hd such that 
A*H - HA = -i([C,b,( A)]*C,b,( A) - C;C,} 
and 
H,[b,( A)-‘H-‘(C,*D,, - C;D,,) H-‘(C;D,, - C;D,,)] 
A formula for Hd escapes us. 
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3.6. Analogues for Rational Matrix Functions with J-Unitary Values 
on U 
The examples in Theorems 3.1-3.5 have their counterparts for rational 
matrix functions which are ]-unitary on the unit circle 
detail just one such example. Let 
-2 -‘I 0 
4(z) = 2, M(z)= I 1 op I> I= 4 
T. We study here in 
4 O 
0 -4 1 
> (3.39) 
and consider the generalized inner automorphism @ defined by (0.1). Since 
M(z)JM(z)* =J for 2 E T, 
by Theorem 2.4 & maps the group GL(J, U) into itself. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let W E GL(J, U), where J is given by (3.39) and 
assume that W is analytic at infinity with a minimal realization 
W(z) = D + C(zI, - A)-lB 
= [ ;I: ;::I + [@N -A)-l[B, &I, (3.40) 
where W(Z) is partitioned conformally with the partition of J. Then W 
belongs to the associated J-unitary group G,(], T) if and only if D,, = 0 and 
D,,, D,, are invertible. In this case A is invertible, D,, = C, A-IB,, and 
d(W) is given by the minimal realization 
d(W)(z) = _‘rrll, 
[ 2 1 12] + [_z:,](;IN -A)-l[Bl -A-N]. 
(3.41) 
Zf H is the Hermitian matrix associated with (3.40), then the Hermitian 
matrix H.& associated with (3.41) is 
H,, = H - C,*C,. (3.42) 
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Proof. The equality W( .z.)J[ W( Z- ‘>I* = J and an analogous equality for 
S?‘(W) show that W and d(W) are analytic and invertible at 0 if and only if 
these functions are analytic and invertible at infinity. Thus, W E G,(J, U) if 
and only if W and M(W) are analytic and invertible at infinity. A computa- 
tion [using (3.40)] h s ows that the Laurent series for JZ’(W )(z) in a neighbor- 
hood of infinity is 
d(w)(z) = -D,, [ O iI;+ [_Y& ;J+-** 
Thus, W E G,(J, 8) if and only if D,, = 0 and D,,, D,, are invertible. If 
W E G,(J, T), th en W(z) is analytic at zero (which implies the invertibility 
of A) and &‘(W)(z) is analytic at zero (which implies the equality D,, = 
C, A-r B,). The formula (3.41) was obtained in [2, Example 3.21. 
It remains to prove (3.42). By Theorem 1.2, the equation (1.5) holds; it is 
convenient to represent (1.5) in the form 
H - A*HA = -C*JC, (3.43) 
C*JD = A*HB, (3.44) 
J - D*JD = -B*HB. (3.45) 
We have to verify that analogous equations hold with C, D, B, and H 
replaced by 
and Hd = H - C,* C,, respectively. The equality Hd - A* Hd A = - Cz]C, 
takes the form 
H - C,*C, - A*( H - C,*C,)A = -C;C, + A*C;C,A, 
which is valid in view of (3.43). The verification of Cs]Dd = A* H,B, 
amounts to the verification of two equalities: 
C:D,, -A*C;C,B, =A*(H - C;C,)B,, (3.46) 
A*C;D,, = -A*( H - C;C,)A-‘B,. (3.47) 
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To this end rewrite (3.44) in the more detailed form 
[C:’ 
1 
= A*H[ B, B,]. 
In particular, C:D,, = A*HB1, and (3.46) follows. Also, 
C:C,A-lB, - C,*D,, = A*HB . 2p (3.48) 
substituting for C,* D,, in (3.47) we obtain (after a simple computation) 
(C;EC1 - A*HA + H - C,*C,)A-‘B, = 0. 
But this equality is valid in view of (3.43). Finally, we have to check 
J - D;]Dd = A* Hd Bd, which is equivalent to the following three equalities: 
Z - DtDll + B:C,*C,B, = -B:(H - C,*C,)B,, (3.49) 
- D*,C,B, = B;A-*(H - C;C,)B,, (3.50) 
-Z + D&D,, = -B;A-*(H - C;C,)A-lB,. (3.51) 
The equality (3.49) is easily deduced form (3.45). To prove (3.51) use 
-I + D&D,, = -B;HB, + B,A-*C:C,A-‘B,, 
which is a consequence of (3.45). Thus, (3.51) takes the form 
B,*A-*( H - C,*C, - A*HA + CfC,)A-lB, = 0, 
which is true thanks to (3.43). Finally, (3.50) is easily deduced from (3.48). n 
A function W E GL(J, U) is called J-inner If W(z)J[W(z)]* <J for 
every z in the open unit disc. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let dWxz> = M(z)W(z>M(z>-’ be a generalized 
inner automorphism, where M(z) is given by (3.39). Let 
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Zffor some W E GL(], T) the function J&W 1 is]-inner, then W is]-inner as 
well. 
Proof. By [5] (see also Section 7.2 in [7]) a function W E GL(J, T) is 
J-inner if and only if the associated Hermitian matrix H is positive definite. It 
remains to observe that, in view of (3.42), if HM is positive definite, then so is 
H. 
4. INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS 
In this section we study, in two examples, a homogeneous interpolation 
problem for rational matrix functions belonging to the associated ]-unitary 
group, for a given automorphism @ of one of the forms (O.l)-(0.4). See [6, 71 
for a detailed account of many interpolation problems for rational matrix 
functions and their applications, with emphasis in [6] on ]-unitary functions. 
The problem concerns m X m matrix functions with given poles, pole 
multiplicities, and right pole functions (we refer the reader to [7] for the 
definition and basic properties of right pole functions). Such given data are 
conveniently described by a null kernel pair (C, A), where C and A are 
matrices of sizes m X N and N X N respectively. The null kernel property 
means that n ,“,,ker(CAj) = (O}. Th e interpolation problem is now formu- 
lated as follows: Given a null kernel pair (C, A), find all functions W E GL, 
with the following properties: 
(i) W(z) = D + C(zZ - A)-‘B . 1s a minimal realization of W for some 
choice of D and B. 
(ii) W belongs to th e associated ]-unitary group G,(], A). Here d is a 
fared generalized inner automorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1 (The Stieltjes case example). Let ~2 be the generalized 
inner automorphism defined by 
and let 
] = 
[ 1 
i:’ 
P 
-;Ii’ . 
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Let (C, A) be a null kernel pair with C E @‘pxN, A E cNxN. Then there 
exists a pair of matrices B E c=Nx2p, D E UZ2Px2P such that the realization 
D + C(zZ, -A)-‘B (4.1) 
is minimal and the function W(z) defined by (4.1) belongs to G,(J, R) if and 
only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) The matrix A is invertible. 
(ii) The Lyapunov equation 
A*H - HA = iC*JC (4.2) 
has an invertible Hermitian solution H such that 
Hti = -HA + C;C, (4.3) 
is invertible as well, where 
Cl c= c 
[ I 2 
is the decomposition of C into two GPx N matrices C, and C,. 
If these conditions hold, all possible choices of B and D are given by 
B = [H-lC,* H-%;]D (4.4) 
and 
where X is any invertible p x p matrix. 
(4.5) 
Proof. Let ( B, D> b e a p air of matrices such that the realization (4.1) is 
minimal and W(Z) E G,(J, R). By [5, Theorem 2.21 adapted to the real line 
we have B = H-l[Cl - C,*]D, where D is a J-unitary matrix and H is the 
unique invertible Hermitian matrix that satisfies (4.2) as well. The elements 
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in G,(J, R) are invertible at 0, and therefore A is invertible. The other 
claims follow from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
Conversely, if(i) and (ii) hold, then by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 the function 
W(z) defined by (4.1) is in G,(J, R). n 
Next, we pass to the interpolation problem associated with the general- 
ized inner automorphism of Example 3.4. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let _QZ be the generalized inner automorphism defined by 
&‘(W)(z) = [:; iT;]W(z,[k -;‘j, (4.6) 
where t E R, t z 0, is preassigned, and let 
Let (C, A) be a null kernel pair with C E cPpxN and A E cNxN. Then 
there exists a pair of matrices (B, D) such that the function W with minimal 
realization W(z) = D + C( zZ, - A)-‘B is in the associated J-unitary group 
if and only if the Lyapunov equation A* H - HA = iC*JC has an invertible 
Hermitian solution H such that 
H .s# = I P + tC H-‘C* 2 2 
is positive definite, where 
Cl c= c I 1 > Ci E CpXN, i E {1,2}. 2 
When this condition holds, all choices of B and D are given by the 
following formulas: 
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Here U is an arbitrary p X p unitary matrix, and M is an arbitrary p X p 
Hermitian matrix. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, if W E GL(J, [w), then the matrices B and D 
satisfy all the required properties. The converse statement follows by a 
straightforward verification (using Theorem 3.6 again). n 
Analogous interpolation results can be obtained for rational matrix func- 
tions J-unitary on the unit circle, using Theorem 3.8. 
5. MINIMAL FACTORIZATION IN THE ASSOCIATED 
J-UNITARY GROUP 
In this section we consider minimal factorizations of rational matrix 
functions in the associated ]-unitary group. Recall that a factorization W = 
W,W, of a rational matrix function W is called minimal if S(W,) + 6(W,) 
= 6(W >. A characterization of minimal factorizations in terms of invariant 
subspaces has been developed in [8] ( another exposition is given in [lo]); this 
characterization is basic for the present section. 
For a given W E GL(J, [w), a factorization W(z) = W,( z)W,< z) will be 
called J-unitary if W,, W, E GL(J, rW>. 
Let A be a generalized inner automorphism which leaves the group 
GL(J, Iw) invariant, and let W be in the associated J-unitary group G,(J, [w). 
To every minimal J-unitary factorization W = W,W, there corresponds a 
J-unitary factorization d(W) = &‘(W,)&(W,). In general, this latter factor- 
ization need not be minimal. The question we want to address in this section 
is the following: characterize the factorizations of W such that both W = 
W,W, and&W) =&‘(W,)&(W,) are minimal J-unitary factorizations. 
It is first necessary to briefly review the theory of factorization of 
elements in GL(J, rW>. M’ mimal factorizations of J-unitary on the imaginary 
line rational matrix functions were studied in [5] using the state space theory 
(for an approach using reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces we refer to [4]). 
The results are easily adapted to the case of functions ]-unitary on the real 
line: let W be a matrix valued rational function which is J-unitary on [w and 
analytic at infinity, and let W(z) = D + C(zZ, - A)-‘B be a minimal 
realization of W with associated Hermitian matrix equal to H. The Hermi- 
tian form 
[x> y]~ = y*Hx, (5-l) 
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defined for X, y in CNX1, will be called the associated inner product (with 
H ). The orthogonal complement of a subspace M G @ NX I in the associated 
inner product will be denoted by M [ L 1~ (or M [ ’ 1, if H is understood from 
the context) and is defined by 
M[‘] = {n E a=“l[ m, nlH = 0 for all m E M}. 
The subspace M is called nondegenerate if M n Mr ’ 1 = {O}. 
The following result (for functions which are ]-unitary on the imaginary 
axis) was proved in [S]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let] be a signature matrix, and let W be a matrix valued 
rational function which is analytic at infinity and J-unitary on the real line. 
Let W(z) = D + C(zZ, - A)-lB b e a minimal realization of W with the 
associated matrix H. Finally, let M be an A-invariant subspace which is 
nondegenerate with respect to [a, * 1”. Let T be the projection defined by 
Kerr = M, Imr= M[l], (5.2) 
and let D = D, D, be a factorization of D into two J-unitary factors D, and 
D,. Then the factorization W = W,W, where 
W,(z) = D, + C(zZ, -A)-‘(I, - r)BD,‘, (5.3) 
W,(z) = D, + D$+Z, - A)-lB (5.4) 
is a minimal J-unitary factorization of W. 
Conversely, any minimal J-unitary factorization of W can be obtained in 
such a way, and with a fixed decomposition D = D,D, the correspondence 
between J-unitary minimal factorizations of W and nom&generate A-invariant 
subspaces is one to one. 
Let now W = W,W, be a minimal ]-unitary factorization of W. By 
Theorem 5.1, it is of the form (5.3)-(5.4) where the kernel Ker rr of the 
projection r is [*, * lH nondegenerate. If the factorization is within the 
associated ]-unitary group, then there is a corresponding projection for A,, 
say n--, such that Ker md is [e, * lH,, nondegenerate. Moreover, these exists a 
]-unitary factorization &(W)(w) = XY such that 
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In (5.5) u (a,) denotes an isomorphism from Ker lr onto cdim Kerr (from 
Ker rr- onto cdim Ker “d). 
This condition is also necessary to obtain a factorization within the 
associated J-unitary group: if for some choice of D, and Y the equality (5.5) 
holds, then the function W, [given by (2.3)] is in G,(J, R), and so is 
w, = w;iw, since Gd(J, tR) is a group. The automorphism & preserves 
degree for elements in G,(J, R), which allows us to conclude that the 
factorization M(W) = &(W,)&(W,) is minimal. 
At this level of generalityj it seems difficult to say more. We illustrate this 
discussion for special cases, where explicit conditions on the A-invariant 
subspace M can be found to guarantee that the J-unitary factorization 
M(W) =Jr$W,)M(W,) is minimal as well. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Factorization theorem for the Stieltjes case). Let 
J = 
[ 1 i; P -izp ) 
and let S’ be the generalized inner automorphism defined by 
[ 
-‘I 
d(W)(z) = -zo p 
Let W be in the associated J-unitary 
tion 
group G,(J, @, with minimal realiza- 
(zZ, - A)-‘H-l[C; -C:] 
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where Hd = - HA + C,* C, and X is an invertible p X p matrix (the exis- 
tence of (5.6) * g as uaranteed by Theorem 3.3). Given an A-invariant subspace 
M which is nondegenerate in both inner products [o, * lH and [., . lH,, define 
the projections n and r& by 
Kerr = M, Im r = MILl~~, Kern;, = M, Im rti = M[‘]HN. 
Then the linear transformations 
PH,IKer rr : Ker rr -+ M, PHIKerr:Kerr+ M 
are invertible, where P denotes the orthogonal projection on M, and for any 
invertible p x p matrix X, the formulas 
= {I + C( ZZ - A))‘( I - rr)( PHIKer7r-‘( Z - r)C*J} 
Z C,(Z - P)(PHti[Kerrr))l(Z - m)*Cr 
0 Z I (5.7) x,* 0 x 0 xy* ’ 
[ I 
www,b-l = 
define a minimal factorization W = W,W, such that both factors W, and W, 
are in G,(J, R). 
Conversely, for a given choice of Xi, there is a one to one correspondence 
between minimal factorkations within G&c], R) and invariant subspaces of A 
which are nondegenerate in the associated inner products [., * lH and [a, . lH,,. 
Proof. Let W = W,W, be a minimal factorization within the associated 
J-unitary group G,(J, rW>. It is in particular of the form (5.3)-(5.4). From [5] 
it follows that PH ]Ker v is invertible and is the associated Hermitian matrix 
(or, more precisely, linear transformation) with respect to the realizations 
W,(z) = {D + (CIK erm)(zZlKern-A(Kerr))‘(Z - r)B}D,l, (5.8) 
where ClKer 7r denotes the restriction of the linear transformation C to 
Ket rr. 
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By Theorem 4.1 [applied to the null kernel pair (ClKerr, A(Ker T)], 
there exists a minimal realization of the form 
Wi(,z) = D + (ClKern)(zI -AlKerrr-‘I? (5.9) 
c 
for some D and B’ if and only if the linear transformation 
- ( PHlKer rr)( A(Ker T) + (C,IKer rr)* (C,lKer r) 
is invertible, i.e. if and only if PH, Ker rr is invertible. This condition is easily 
seen to be equivalent to the nondegeneracy of M in the HNinner product, 
since 
[ P( H,lKer r)m, n]@N = [ HMm, nlc:N = [m, n]Hd 
for m, n in M. 
On the other hand, by comparing (5.81 and (5.9) (or, alternatively, by 
using Theorem 6.14 of [6]) we see that W, and W, differ by a constant 
]-_unitary factor on the right. Thus, adjusting D, if necessary, we have 
w, = w,. 
Finally, the formula (5.7) follows from Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 
and let JX! be the admissible inner automorphism defined by 
where t is a fixed nonzero real number. Let W be in the associated ]-unita y 
group G&, W h avin a minimal realization (3.33) (we assum that I + g 
tC, H-lC,* is positive definite), and let Hd = H + tC,*C,. For an A-in- 
variant subspace M which is nondegenerate in both [*, . lH and [*, . lHH, let 
~(n--) be the projection defined by 
Kerrr = M, IrnT= M[I]B Kern;, = M, Im 71-, = MIIIHd. 
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Then PH jKer r and PH,IKer n are invertible, where P is the orthogonal 
projection on M. Moreover, the formulas 
x(Z - n-)(PHlKerr)-l(Z - - 
x[ r;d” i;f;“l; 
Wz(“) = W(z)W,(z)-’ 
a2 c:1 
i 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
define a minimal factorization W = W,W, with the factors W,, W, E 
G&c/, R). Here 
rl = (I + tC,(PHlKer~))‘C,*}1’2, 
V is a unitary matrix, and K is a Hermitian matrix (of suitable size). 
For a given choice of K and V as above, the formulas (5.101, (5.11) 
provide a one to one correspondence between the A-invariant subspaces 
which are [a, * lH and [., * lH,, nor&generate and the minimal factorizations 
of W within G,(j, R). 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2, and is based on Theorem 3.6. 
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